any direct information as to why Jabez was more "honored" than those "brothers," nor by whom this honor was bestowed. Several translations, including NASB, NIV, NKJV (which Wilkinson uses in The Prayer of Jabez), and RSV prefer to translate dbkn as "honorable" rather than "honored," but a survey of the other thirty occurrences of dbkn suggests that the verb normally implies esteem granted to its grammatical subject by others, rather than a personal quality abstractly attaching to the subject. "Honored" is thus preferable as a translation, but the questions "Why?"
and "By whom?" remain to be answered.
2.2
Verse 9b contains a punning etymology on Jabez's name. Jabez's mother names him Cb(y, giving the explanation "Because I bore him in bc( ('hard work' or 'painful struggle')." Jabez's name is essentially an anagram of bc(. 7 English Bible versions typically render the noun bc( here as "pain" (so JPS Tanakh, NASB, NIV, NLT, NKJV, [N]RSV; KJV "sorrow"). Japhet seems to follow this trend, and considers the discrepancies among the pronunciation "Jabez," the lexical tendency of the root bc(, and the note about Jabez's prosperity to be the central problematic of the story. In Japhet's interpretation, the transposition of the b and c in Jabez's name, and Jabez's own prayer to God, are both designed "to avert the name's inherent dangers." Japhet later refers to the name's "potency" and "latent intrinsic force," averted by the mispronunciation of Jabez's name, and by his prayer. 8 Elaine
Heath goes even farther, and asserts that Jabez's name "is represented as a kind of curse placed on him by his mother" and that "a negative spiritual force is released upon Jabez in his mother's naming of him." 9 2.3
2.4
But while Japhet's interpretation has the virtue of being the lengthiest treatment (at about two pages) of the passage in contemporary scholarship, it seems to assume too much. 10 Japhet's treatment relies on the problematic assumption that the Chronicler subscribes to a notion that names have "inherent dangers" or "potency"
or "latent intrinsic force [s] ." The only other personal name given an etymological explanation in the genealogies of 1 Chronicles is that of Peleg, son of Eber, "for in his days the world was divided" (1 Chron 1:19, deriving Peleg's name from glp ("to divide"). It hardly seems likely that the Chronicler believed that the world was divided because Peleg was named Peleg; in fact, to say so inverts the etymological formula.
It could be argued, perhaps, that the Chronicler explicitly reverses the formula in 1
Chron 22:9 with regard to Solomon, whose name (theoretically derived from Mwl#) is connected with the peace (Mwl#) that this verse says he will enjoy. But the example of Solomon does not really support Japhet's implicit claim that the Chronicler thinks names have "inherent dangers" or "potency" or "latent intrinsic force [s] ." Solomon will enjoy peace, according to 1 Chron 22:9, not because of anything special about his name, but because God will give him peace. Solomon's name is a (proleptic) commemoration of an act of God, not itself a source of the peace in his day. Moreover, the peace to which Solomon's name is etymologically linked is explicitly specified as a future peace; the chronological relationship between the naming (prior) and the experience (latter) is thus made explicit.
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2.5
2.6
Similarly, Jabez's mother specifies that it is her bc(, not some anticipated bc( that might attach to her son, that provides the key to his name (thus her experience explicitly precedes Jabez's naming, opposite the sequence in Solomon's case). Had Jabez's mother been worried about "cursing" her son by building his name from the root bc(, why did she not simply choose a different name? Japhet's contention that the Chronicler wishes to explain "how did it happen that a man named 'Jabez' was nevertheless prosperous" seems to further assume either a traditional or historical Jabez well enough known to the Chronicler and the Chronicler's contemporaries that his name would require explanation, but no sign of any such individual can be found outside of 1 Chron 4:9-10. For these reasons, I do not find Japhet's explanation of the narrative persuasive.
Words formed from the root bc( clearly play an important aesthetic or thematic role in this brief passage. Jabez's life begins amidst his mother's bc(, and his prayer concludes with a reference to his own bc(. Setting aside those contexts in which the noun bc( denotes a physical object (such as an idol or a jar), the word occurs in only a handful of contexts. In those passages, the noun bc( refers rather clearly to labor or toil, whether imposed by oppressors ( 
2.9
The next-to-last phrase in Jabez's prayer, h(rm ty#(, is routinely translated along the lines of "keep me from harm," reading h(rm as the noun h(r ("evil, a Hebrew text that contained something other than h(rm in 1 Chron 4:10), as they rendered the entire last part of the prayer "make me know that I will not be humiliated"( ).
2.10

2.11
Either the syntactical function of the Nm in Jabez's h(rm ty#( is unique, or the Hebrew text is corrupt, or the phrase requires a different understanding altogether. 18 If the Masoretic vowel points are ignored, the consonantal text reads very well not as h(r + Nm ("from harm"), but rather as the noun h(rm ("pastureland"). 19 If thus read, this line of Jabez's petition-"make pastureland"-strikingly parallels the first request, "enlarge my territory." The possibility of reading h(rm here as "pastureland" is strengthened by the fact that three of the eleven biblical uses of As noted earlier, Jabez's story (such as it is) appears in the context of a Judahite genealogy, but Jabez is not explicitly linked to any other Judahites by filial ties.
This omission (and the Chronicler can hardly have failed to notice) of Jabez's nearest kin raised the question of the identity of Jabez's "brothers," with whom Jabez is compared in 1 Chron 4:9. The connections between the three landacquisition narratives in 1 Chron 4-5 suggest that at the broadest level of the narrative, Jabez's "brothers" might best be considered the Simeonites and
Reubenites who acquire land in those parallel narratives. 21 In turn, identifying Jabez's "brothers" in this way funds an interpretation of the sense in which Jabez was "more honored" than his brothers. The "brothers" each gained land by different means: Jabez, by asking God for it; the Simeonites of Interpreters have focused significant attention on the Chronicler's overarching interest in prayer, and it is in this connection that 1 Chron 4:9-10 usually enters into scholarly conversation. Rodney K. Duke in particular has shown how the theme of "seeking the Lord" (e.g., in prayer) unifies the Chronicler's work. 23 When 1-2 Chronicles is read sequentially, Jabez's prayer introduces that theme. 24 Land acquisition (or loss) also figures prominently as a recurring theme in 1-2
Chronicles. Although the Jabez vignette does not introduce this theme sequentially (a fight for land is already mentioned in chapter 2), Jabez's prayer is the first conflation of the prayer and land acquisition themes that readers encounter in 1
Chronicles.
3.2.3
Section 3.1 above advances the argument that Jabez's status as "more honored than his brothers" derives from his attempt to acquire land nonviolently, simply by asking God for it. Other narratives within 1-2 Chronicles support this thesis. and support the suggestion that the Jabez vignette focuses on this theme.
1 Chron 4:9-10 in the Biblical Canon
In a certain way, it is inevitable that Jabez-presumed to be Judahite-should be more honored than his Simeonite and Reubenite "brothers. 
Concluding Observations
The little story about Jabez, tucked away in 1 Chronicles 4, proves on this analysis to be rather more interesting than it first appears. The following points, at least, are suggested by the preceding exegesis.
Many observers in the popular press, reacting to Wilkinson's book, have noted that Jabez's prayer is about land acquisition. That observation is true as far as it goes, although the prayer may be even more thoroughly about land than previously suspected. More importantly, Jabez's prayer is part of a triptych of stories about land acquisition, which make the most sense when examined as a group.
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
Jabez's "honor" consists either in the fact that he seeks a nonviolent, nonvictimizing means of land acquisition, or in the fact that God responds positively to his request for land as a divine grant, whereas none of Jabez's "brothers" enjoy such a release from the struggle for land.
The group of land-acquisition stories in 1 Chron 4-5 echo Genesis' stories and sayings about the relative prominence of Jacob's sons and the reasons their relative "ranks" did not mirror their putative birth order. Similarly, Jabez's mother's explanation of her son's name echoes Gen 3. The Chronicler may be using the Jabez story and the other land-acquisition stories to show (whether accurately or fictively is open to debate) how the interpersonal dynamics in certain key parts of the book of Genesis "played out" in later Israelite and Judean collective experience.
In terms of its literary function, 1 Chron 4:9-10 introduces the theme of seeking the Lord in prayer, and combines that theme with the theme of land acquisition or retention (already introduced in 1 Chron 2). Jabez's story may be compared to a motif within an overture to the Chronciler's work.
In terms of its social function, the Chronicler's intention for 1 Chron 4:9-10 may have been to encourage the Jews of Yehud to rely on divine and/or imperial land grants and resist any temptation to militaristic, nationalistic territorial expansion.
6. Endnotes
Perhaps 1 Chronicles 4 is not really quite as dreadfully dull as journalists think biblical scholars think it is. Meyers argues that this conclusion derives from a failure to perceive the nuances of the syntax of dly. According to Meyers, "when the verb yld is intransitive, it normally denotes the birth process; but when it is used transitively, it refers to the status of parenthood" (106). Meyers represents this only as a "tendency," so the case should not be overstated, but the possibility of these two nuances can easily be demonstrated by passages that Meyers herself does not cite. Jer 30:6 asks whether a male can "bear"
(intransitive dly); that the expected answer is "no" is clarified by the following sentence, which compares every man to a "woman in labor" (hdlwy). This verse shows that dly can be used intransitively with the sense "give birth." On the other hand, Ezek 18:10 refers to a man who "fathers" a violent son (Cyrp-Nb dylwhw). In the context of Ezek 18, the son's violence cannot reasonably be thought something intrauterine or even an inbred propensity, for it is subject to change according to the son's responses to other individuals' behavior (his father's lifestyle, the prophetic word, and so on). This verse thus shows that dly can be used transitively in the social or interpersonal sense "to be a parent" rather than the merely biological sense "to give birth to a child" or "to inseminate" (as appropriate to each biological sex). These examples, and Meyers' own, at least open the possibility (even though I do not think they clinch the case) that dly in Thomas relies chiefly on parallelism in Job 23:9, where h#( is parallel to P+(, which Thomas renders "to turn aside." Yet P+( it itself a problematic term, renderable by "to turn aside" but also by "to cover [oneself] ." Arguments could be advanced for each of the possible sense of P+( here, and a corresponding nuance or analysis of h#( could be adduced (n.b. Thomas's own demonstration of the sense "to cover" for h#(
[ [190] [191] [192] ). This flexibility in the language of Job 23:9 restricts the value of that verse for In Ruth 2:19, Naomi asks, "Where did you glean today, and where did you h#(?" Although Thomas argues for reading h#( here as his h#( II "to turn," the more familiar h#( "to work" would seem to be a better semantic parallel to +ql "to glean."
"Work" certainly fits better in the other two instances of h#( in the same verse, where they are accompanied by wm(, "with him." "She told her mother the name of the man with whom she had turned, saying, 'The name of the man with whom I turned today is Finally, with regard to 1 Chron 4:10 itself, the LXX ( ) and the internal parallelism
